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ABSTRACT
In this paper we consider a notion of asymptotically g-strongly regular mappings and
we use this notion for studying the problem of approximation of common fixed points of
asymptotically g-nonexpansive mappings.
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1. Introduction.
For a given mapping , f : X --> X, every solution of the equation
f (x) - x is called a fixed point of f . Let (x, d) be a metric space
and f : X --> X. f is acontractionif thereexistsk e [0, 1[ suchthat
d(f (x), f (y)) < kd(x,y) for all x,,y € X. The Banach contraction
principle states that if f : X --> X is a contraction and X is a complete
metric space, then / has a unique fixed point. The Banach contraction
principle plays a very important role in nonlinear analysis and has many
geîeralrzations, see [4] . Let f, g : X --> X two mappings. x € X is a
coincidence point for f and S \f f (x) : g(x) and a fixed point fot f
andg if f(x) 
- 
g(x) 
- 
x.Alsothestudyof commonfixedpointof
mappings satisfying contractive type condition has been a very active
field of research during the last decades.
The purpose of this paper is to prove a uniqueness and existence
theorem of fixed point for two mappings and to use this result for
studying the problem of approximation of fixed points of mappings
satisfying asymptotically type conditions.
Let A be a nonempty subset of a metric space (X, d) and let
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f , g : A --> A. The map / is called nonexpansive if
d(f (x), f (y)) < d(x, y)
for all x, ! € A; g-nonexpansive if
d(f (x), f (y)) < d(s@), s(y))
for arl x, y 
€ A; asymptotically g-nonexpansive if there exists a se-
quence (k") C [1, *oo[ with lim,--* kn:1 such that
d(f '(x), f " (y)) < k,d(g(x), g(y)),
where f" tsthen-thiterate of f , forall x,! € A andn 
- 
1,2,....
The class of asymptotically nonexpansive mappings was introduced
by Goebel and Kirk [3] as a generalization of the class of nonexpansive
mappings. They proved that a self-mapping defined in a nonempty
closed convex bounded subset of a real uniformly convex Banach space
has a fixed point if it is asymptotically nonexpansive.
Recently, Cho, Sahu end Jung [2] proved strong convergence of
almost fixed points x, : ltrnf"@,) + (f 
- 
&,)u to the fixed point of
asymptotically pseudocontractive mappings in normed spaces.
Beg, Sahu and Diwan tll introduce a new class of uniformly
R-subweakly commuting mappings and used it to study the prob-
lem of approximation of common fixed points of asymptotically g-
nonexpansive mappings in the setting of Banach space with uniformly
Gàteaux differentiable norm.
In this paper we consider a notion of asymptotically g-strongly reg-
ular mappings and we use this notion for studying the problem of ap-
proximation of common fixed points of asymptotically g-nonexpansive
mappings.
2 Preliminaries.
Let A be a nonempty subset of a metric space (X, d) and let
f, g : A 
-> A. The map / is called a g-contraction if there exists
a constant k e [0, 1[ such that
d(f (x), f (y)) < kd(s(x), s(y)) Yx, y e A;
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f is a g-weakly contraction if there exists a continuous function
r : [0, *oo[-+ [0, *eo[ such that r(t) < t for all t > 0 and
d(f (x), /(y)) < r(d(s(x),8(y))) Yx, y e A.
The map f is unformly asymptotically regular on A if, for aII r7 > 0
there exists n, such that
d(f'(x). f'*t {r11 . ,7 Yx e A. n } ttn'
Themap f tsg-regularinx e A if thereexistsaconstant R > 0 such
that
d(s(f(x)), f (x)) < Rd(f (x),8(x)).
Let X be a normed space with norm ll . ll and let A be an u-
starshaped subset of X. The map f is g-strongly regular in x e A tf
there exists a constant R > 0 such that
d(s(f(x)), f (x)) < nd?@),lf (x),ul),
where lf (x), zl is the segment with endpoints /(x), u and d is the
metric induced by the norm. The map f is asymptotícally g-strongly
regular on A if there exists a sequence (Rr) C lR+ such that' for every
n 
€ 
N, the mapprng f " is g-strongly regular, with constant Rn, in every
point x e A where f' (x) 
- 
g(x) holds.
In the sequel, for every h ; X --> X
h(x) 
- 
x\.
we set F(h) 
- 
{x € X :
3. Common fixed points in metric spaces.
The following lemma gives a result of existence and uniqueness of
a common fixed point for g-weakly contractions.
Levun 1. Let (X , d) be a metric space and let A be a nonempty
subset of X. Let f, g : A --> A be mappings, t't € F(g), /(A \ {z}) C
g(A) \ {r} and f(A \ {z}) U {u} or 8@) be complere. Suppose that f
is a g-weakly contraction. If f is g-regular in each z € A \ {z} where
f (z) : g(z), then F(f) n F(s) is singleton.
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Proof' First we establish the uniqueness of the common fixed point.Assume that u1, uz 
€ F(f) n F(S) with ut # u2,from
d(ut, uz) : d(f (u), f (uù) < r(d(s(u), g@2D)
- 
r(d(ur, uz)) . d(ut, uz),
we obtain a contradiction.
If u e F (f ) the thesis follows from the uniqueness.
we suppose rhar u r F(f). Let ro € A \ {z}. we define a sequence(x") c A \ {r} by s (x,) 
- 
f (x,-) for every positive integer n, this ispossible being f (A \ {z}) c s(A) \ {z}. It i; not resrricive ro supposethat f (x,,) # f (x"_1) for every positive integer n.
From
d(f(x,+), f(x,)) < r(d.(s(xn+), g(x,)))
- 
r(d(f (x,), f (x,_r))) < d(f (x,), f (xn;)),
we deduce that the sequence (d(f (x,+r), f (x,))) is decreasing, thenthere exists
AT d(f (x"*), f (x,)) : I > 0.
We observe that I : 0, in fact, if t > 0 by using
d(f (x"+), f (x,)) < r(d(g(x,+r), g@))) : r(d(f (x), f (x,_r|sr,
taking the limit as n --> *oo, the above inequality yields / < r(t) < t
which is absurd.
To prove that (f (x,)) is a cauchy sequence, it is sufìficient to showthat the subsequence (f (xz)) of (f (r,)) is a Cauchy ,*;equence. For
convenience, let ln : f (x,) for n 
- 
0, 1, .... We rrrùp,pose that (y2r)is not a cauchy sequence. Then there exists e > 0 such that fbr everypositive integer k, there exist mp and ne with wtr, ) wp ) k such that
d(Yz^r,!2rt)=e.
we suppose that ft.1, rs the last integer greater than n I satisfying the
above inequality. From
€ 
< d(yz**, !2nr) < d(yz*r,, !2*r,-)+d1yr-t-1, !2r,t_z)+a6rmp_2; !zr,)
< d(Yz,nr, !2mr-t) + a6rm1,_ r; !2r,,- z) * e,
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as k -+ *oo. we obtain
d(yz*r,!2,t) * e.
From
ld(yz*o-1, !2n1,) 
- 
d(yzrrr, !2nr)l < d(yz,n1,-r,t !z*r),
we deduce
d(yz*r-t,!2nr,) * e.
Consequently
e < d(yz*p, !2np) < d(yzn'Lk, y2nk+) + d1yrnt,, !2nr,+t)
< d(yzrrt !2nr+r) + r (d(yz*r-t, !znr)) ,
as k -+ *oo, we deduce
€=r(e)<e
and this is a contradiction.
Now, if f (A \ {z}) U {u} or g(A) is complete, being (f (x,)) a
Cauchysequencethereexists y 
€ f (A \{z}) U{u} ory € g(A),such
that
f (x") -+ y and gQ) --> y.
We observe that y * u. In fact, if y 
- 
u from
d(f (x"), f (u)) < r(d(s(x), S@D) 
- 
r(d(B(x,), u)),
taking the limit as n --> *oo, we have
d(u, f (u)) < r(d(u, u)) : r(0) 
- 
g
and then f (u) 
- 
u that contradicts the hypothesis.
Moreover, as ), € g(A), there exists z € A\{z} such that g(7) 
- 
y.
To prove that y e F(f) n F' (S) we observe that
o f (z): g(z): !, in fact
d(f (x"), f (z)) < r (d(S(xn), B(z)))
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and, as n --> *oo,
d(y, f (z)) . r(d(y, s(z))) 
- 
r(0) 
- 
0.
. S(y) : !, in fact
d(s}),1,') : d(s(f (z)), f k)) < Rd(f (z)' sk)) - 0.
o f(y):!,infact
d(f (y),)): d(f (y), f (z))<r(d(s(y)' g(z))) 
-r(d(v,))) : 0.
From the uniqueness follows that {y} : F(f) n ^F (S). I
4 Approximation of common fixed points.
Let X be a normed space with norm ll . ll, Iet A be a subset of X
and f, g : A --> A.Wesupposethatu e F(S) and A isu-starshaped,
then to each asymptotically g-nonexpansive mapping f : A -+ A we
can associate a sequence (f") of g-contractions defined tn A. In fact, let
(k") be the sequence in the definition of asymptotically g-nonexpansive
mapping and fix a sequence ()",,) C 10, 1[ with )', --> 1. For every
positive integer n,let f,: A --> A be defined by
f,(x) : llnf '@) + (1 - &n)u, Yx e A,
where ltn : L,l kr. It is easy to verify that f 
" 
is a g-contraction, in fact
for every x, ! € A, we have
llf"(x)-f,(y)ll : ll &,f"(,r) + (1-tt")u - (tt,f"(y) + (1 - pt")u)ll
: ttnllf"(x) - f"(y)ll S À,lls(x) - s(y)ll.
Moreover, if for each n e N the mapping f is g-strongly regular
with constant R, and g is linear, then f,is g-regular. In fact,
ll s ( f 
"(x)) - f "(x ) | | - ll s @ " f " (x) + (l- pt,) u) - (p " f " (x) + (1 - pt,) u) ll
- 
lltt,g(f"(x)) + (1 - tt")s@) - &,f"(x) - (1 - pt")u)ll
: lltt,g(f"(x)) - tlnf"(x)ll < p"R,d(g@),\f"(x), ul)
< tt,R"llg(x) 
- 
&,f"(x) 
- 
(l 
- 
tt)ull: tt,R"llg(r) - f"(x)ll.
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The previous observations and the Lemma 1 give the following
lemma:
LnunlR 2. Let x be a normed space and A a nonempty subset of x.
Let f, g : A--> Abemappings,Au-starshaped, g@)- A,u e F(g),
/(A \ tzÌ) c s@) \ {a}. Suppose that f(A \ {u}) u {u} or g(A)
is a complete subspace of X and f is asymptotically g-nonexpansive,
asymptotically g-strongly regular and g is linear If (f 
") ís a sequenceof g-contractions associate to the mapping f , then f , and g have a
unique commonfixed point xn in A for a// zz e N.
We observe that the hypothesis g@) 
- 
A assures thar f,(A\{z}) Cg(A\{z}) for all n 
€ N.
The following theorem gives a result of approximation of a com-
mon fixed point of asymptotically g-nonexpansive mappings through
the fixed points of a sequence (f") of g-contractions associate to f .
Tuponpu 1. Let x be a Banach space and A a nonempty closed
subsetof X.Let f,g : A --> Abemappings, Au-starshaped,
s@): A, Lt € F(g), f(A \ {z}) c s(A) \ {z} andjlAylry b,
compact.
If f is uniformly asymptotically regula4 asymptotically g-nonex-
pansive and asymptotically g-strongly regular on A \ {r} and íf g is
continuous and linear then f and g have a common fixed point on A.
Proof. Let (f") be a sequence of g-contractions associate to the
mapping f .By Lemma 2, Yn
such that
gQ) : x,: ltnf"Q) + (1 
- 
lt)u.
We have
llx, 
- f"(x")ll : lltt,f"(x") + (1 - &)u - f"(x,)ll
- 
(1 
- 
p")llf"(x") 
- 
ull.
Since f (A \ {z}) is bounded,
llx" 
- 
f"(x,)ll -- 0 as n --> *oo.
Being g continuous and linear and I asymptotically g-nonexpansive,
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we obtain that
llf"*'(x,)-f (x,)ll :ll f (f'(x,))-f (x,)ll <K, lls(f"(x,))-s@)ll
- 
Klll7(f"(x) 
- 
-r,,)ll -+ 0, as /? -+ oo.
Now, from
llx, 
- f(x")ll r llxn - f"(x,)ll + llf"(x,) - |n+r@)l
+ ll f "*t (x,) - f (x,)ll,
since / is uniformly asymptotically regular, we deduce that
llx" 
- f (x,)ll -* 0
and so
,!îL(r, - f (x")) - 0.
Since ru-\{z) is compact and A is closed, there exists a subse-
quence (x,,,) of (xr) such that xn,, 
-> ), e A as h --> *ec.
We observe that f (xn) -+ y as h --> *oo and being g@) 
- 
A
there exists z e A such that g(z) 
- 
y. Then we prove that
o f(z):s(z)-y;
llf (x",,) 
- f(z)ll < krlls(x,) - s(z)ll
and for h 
-> *oo
lly 
- 
f (z)ll < krlly - sk)ll :0.
c s(y) 
- 
y:
lls(v) 
- 
vll 
- 
llgU@) 
- f (z)ll < Rllf (z) - sk)ll :0.
. f(y) 
- 
y:
ll/(v)-vll 
- 
ll/(y)-f (z)ll < krlls(y)-sk)ll : krllv-vll :0.
It follows that y e F(f) n F(S).
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